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ABSTRACT

In this paper a recently introduced block Decision Feed�
back Equalizer �DFE� is further studied and developed�
Moreover it is shown that the new technique is partic�
ularly suitable for channel equalization in applications
involving channels with medium up to long impulse re�
sponse� The new equalizer� which is totally implemented
in the frequency domain� o�ers remarkable savings in
computational complexity as compared to the conven�
tional time domain DFE� Moreover the new technique
results in a Symbol Error Rate which is always lower
�or much lower� with respect to that of the existing fre�
quency domain linear equalization techniques�

I INTRODUCTION

An important issue in digital communication aplications
involving adaptive �lters is the required amount of com�
putational complexity� The issue is even more important
in cases where the involved channel has a relatively long
impulse response� Microwave Line�Of�Sight Links� Mul�
tipoint Microwave Distribution Systems� High Speed
Communications over Digital Subscriber Loops� Under�
water Digital Communications� and Indoor Propagation
in Domestic Environment Systems are some typical ap�
plications of the kind�
In most of the above applications the major cause of

performance degradation is the so�called multipath re�
ception� In many cases the introduced intersymbol in�
terference �ISI� due to multipath propagation may have
a catastrophic e�ect on the received signal� The impulse
response of a multipath channel tends to be of discrete
form and may span a relatively long time interval �up to
�	�s�� Taking into account that the symbol rate is usu�
ally high �up to several tens of Mbauds� we deduce that
the duration of the impulse response may be as long as
several hundreds of symbol periods�
In order to reduce the introduced ISI very long equal�

izers are required at the receiver
s end� A possible way
to cope with the increased computational complexity is
to use block adaptive linear equalizers implemented in
the frequency domain ��� ��� ��� Unfortunately quite
often linear equalizers perform very poorly due to the
fact that the inverse channel may have non�negligible
values for thousands of symbol time intervals and the
corresponding channel spectrum may be characterized

by very deep nulls� It is well known �� that the ISI due
to multipath propagation can be e�ectively rejected us�
ing Decision Feedback Equalizers �DFE�� Several tech�
niques have been proposed in the literature aiming to
eliminate multipath ISI by using e�cient variations of
the time domain DFE �e�g� ���� However time domain
DFEs require a large amount of computational complex�
ity and their implementation in today
s hardware turns
out to be quite inexpedient�
Our motivation was to develop an algorithm combin�

ing both the performance superiority of a DFE structure
with the computational advantages of block adaptation
in the frequency domain� As it was explicitly stated in
��� no frequency�domain DFE for multipath ISI can�
cellation had been reported in the literature� The sug�
gested technique is built upon the results of the very
recent work in ��� The equalizer proposed there is fur�
ther developed and several new issues are investigated�
In Section II the particular characteristics of a typical
multipath channel are brie�y discussed� In Section III
the Frequency�Domain DFE is presented and its suit�
ability for the applications of interest is justi�ed� Fi�
nally� in Section IV some indicative simulation results
are given�

II MULTIPATH CHANNEL PROPERTIES

The so�called multipath phenomenon consists in the
reception of multiple signals originating from a single
transmitted signal� Depending on the speci�c appli�
cation there are several factors giving rise to multiple
paths �e�g refractive and re�ective nature of the phys�
ical media� mountains� large buildings� moving objects
etc�� Each received multipath component is a scaled� de�
layed and phase shifted version of the original transmit�
ted signal� For the applications of interest in this paper
the multipath environment is assumed slowly varying�
Let us assume that the original signal propagated

through the k�th path undergoes a scaling by �k and a
time delay by �k� The impulse response of the multipath
channel is then given by

h�t� � ��t� �

pX
k��

�k��t� �k� ���

Obviously h�t� has a discrete form and consists of a lin�
ear compination of dirac functions� The dirac function



at time t � 	 corresponds to the original signal while
the rest p terms correspond to the undesired echoes�
Note that �k is in general complex with j�kj � � and �k
may be positive �postcursor echo� or negative �precur�
sor echo�� A typical impulse response is shown in Fig� �
�upper part�� Notice that the precursor part of the chan�
nel
s impulse response is in general much shorter and of
less energy as compared to the postcursor part�
Assuming� without loss of generality� that the involved

delays �k are integer multiples of the sampling time in�
terval Ts we can derive after some lengthy algebra an
analytic expression for the inverse channel impulse re�
sponse� This expression consists of terms of the form

n�

n��n�� � � �np�
��n�

�
�n�
�
� � ��npp ���t�n����n����� � ��np�p�

where n � 	� �� �� � � � and n�� n�� � � � np are any non�
negative integers satisfying n��n�� � � � �np � n for ev�
ery n� The larger the n the more the terms we take into
account in constructing the in�nite impulse response of
the inverse channel� From the above it can be veri�ed
that this response is mostly extended to the postcursor
direction spanning a time interval much longer than the
respective part of the channel
s impulse response� Espe�
cially if strong far post�echoes are present in the channel
then the postcursor part of the inverse channel has non�
negligible values for thousands of symbol time intervals�
Also in the latter case the corresponding channel spec�
trum exhibits very deep nulls�

III FREQUENCY DOMAIN DFE

The previous discussion regarding multipath channel
implies that linear equalizers are disquili�ed from be�
ing used in the applications at hand �of course under
normal conditions they work acceptably�� On the con�
trary DFEs turn out to be tailor�made for channels of
the form described above� The predominant part of ISI
is caused by the long causal part of the impulse response�
this ISI can be perfectly cancelled by a long Feedback
�FB� �lter� On the other hand the small amount of ISI
due to the anticausal part may be e�ectively reduced
using a relatively short Feedforward �FF� �lter�
The new Frequency�Domain DFE �FD�DFE� consists

of two distinct parts� i�e� the �ltering part and the up�
dating part� both operating on a block by block basis�
To derive the two block schemes we start from the time
domain DFE equations properly formulated� i�e�

y�n� � aTM �n�xM �n�M � � � � b
T
N �n�dN �n � L�

d�n� � ffy�n�g
���

and

e�n� � d�n�� y�n�
aM �n� �� � aM �n� � ��axM �n�M � � �e�n�
bN �n� �� � bN �n� � ��bdN �n� L�e�n�

���

Eqs� ��� and ��� correspond to the �ltering and the up�
dating part respectively� fxg and fdg denote the equal�
izer
s input and decision sequences and vectors aM �n�
and bN �n� denote the M � th order FF �lter and the

N � th order FB �lter respectively� The FB �lter is de�
layed by L symbol intervals� where L is a small integer
and preferably power of two �i�e� � or ���� The FF �lter
is shifted to the postcursor part by � symbol intervals in
order to cover the small portion which is left uncovered
by the FB �lter �i�e� � � L�� The relative positioning of
the FF and FB �lters with respect to the current time
instant �t � 	� is shown in Fig� �� Note that in most
typical cases M is much less than N �
For the �ltering part an FFT based scheme was de�

veloped in �� and the reader is refered there for details�
It is worth mentioning that this scheme was designed so
as to involve a low number of operators and hence to
be implementable on a single VLSI chip� The scheme
yields the decision symbols in blocks of length M �
For the updating part an appropriate block formula�

tion is �rst derived� with a block length equal to N � and
the resulting block update recursions are subsequently
implemented in the frequency domain� The updating
scheme is summarized in Part � of Table I and its block
diagram is given in Fig� � � �the �ltering scheme of �� is
involved in Part � of the same Table�� Vectors A�N �k�
and B�N �k� are the �N �length FFT
s of the FF and
FB �lters respectively� F and F�� represent FFT and
inverse FFT operations� The computational complexity
of the updating scheme is comparable to that of exist�
ing frequency domain techniques appropriate for linear
equalization ��� ��� For typical block lengths the up�
dating scheme is implementable in today
s DSPs�
The two parts are interconnected as shown in Fig� ��

At the k � th block� the N decision symbols involved
in relations ����� and ����� of Table I as well as the N
output samples involved in vector yN �k� of relation �����
are provided by the �ltering part in subblocks of length
M � At the same time the updating part receives also
the new N input samples and then computes the new
estimates of aM and bN � These estimates are fed to the
�ltering part and so on� In practice the refreshment of
the �ltering scheme taps is not necessary to be done at
every block iteration since the environment is usually
stationary for several tens of block iterations�
Considerable gain in convergence speed is achieved by

using the matrix step sizes MA
�N �k� andM

B
�N �k� in the

update recursions� The elements of these diagonal ma�
trices are inversely proportional to the power levels at
the corresponding frequency bins of the power spectra
of fxg and fdg respectively� The involvement of these
matrix step sizes is brie�y justi�ed as follows� View�
ing DFE as a two inputs � one output system it can be
shown that the convergence of the corresponding LMS is
governed by the eigenvalues of the autocorrelation ma�
trix

R � EfqqHg �

�
Rxx Rxd

RH
xd Rdd

�
���

where q � �xHM �n � M � � � dHN �n � L�H is a vector
of length M � N � Let us now decompose matrix R as
R � RA �RB � where

RA �

�
Rxx 	
	 Rdd

�
� RE �

�
	 Rxd

RH
xd 	

�

�In Fig� �� ��N denotes serial to parallel and D� �M � � �L
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TABLE I � FREQUENCY DOMAIN DFE

Initialization

De�ne as ��N a �N �length vector with a unity at the M � � entry and
zeros elsewhere� and as ��N a �N �length vector with unity elements� Then

A�N ��� 	 F��N � B�N ��� 	 ��N � P
x
�N ��� 	 ���N � P

d
�N ��� 	 ���N

De�nition of the involved constraints

QM 	
h

IM�M �M��N�M
��N�M�M ��N�M��N�M

i
� QN 	

h
IN�N �N�N
�N�N �N�N

i

Q� 	 
�N�N IN�N �

For every new input block x�kN �M � � �� � � � � x�kN �N �M � � � � �
where k is the block index� perform the following parts�

�� Transformation of Input and Decision Samples

��� X�M�k� 	 diagfF 
x�kN �N �M � � �� � � � � x�kN � N �M � � � ��Tg

���� D�M �k� 	 diagfF 
d�kN �N � L�� � � � � d�kN � N � L � ��Tg

�� Filtering Part �Using the suggested fast scheme�

���� Compute output of FF �lter

����� Compute output of FB �lter

����� Combine properly these outputs to compute yN �k� and dN �k�

	� Updating Part

���� eN �k� 	 dN �k�� yN �k�

����� E�N �k� 	 FQ�TeN �k�

����� P x
�N �k� 	 �P x

�N �k � � � �� ��XH
�N �k�X�N �k���N

����� P
d
�N �k� 	 �P d

�N �k � � � �� ��DH
�N �k�D�N �k���N

����� MA
�N �k� 	 �adiagf
P�x

�N���k�� � � � � P
�x
�N��N�k��

Tg

����� MB
�N �k� 	 �bdiagf
P�d

�N��
�k�� � � � � P�d

�N��N
�k��Tg

����� A�N �k � � 	 A�N �k� � �FQMF��MA
�N �k�X

H
�N �k�E�N �k�

����� B�N �k � � 	 B�N �k� � �FQNF��MB
�N �k�D

H
�N �k�E�N �k�
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By further investigating matrix R �under the assump�
tion that the original transmitted sequence of symbols
is white� and using a well established result of linear al�
gebra concerning the eigenvalue distribution of a sum of
symmetric matrices �� we can prove that

j�k�R� � �k�RA�j �

pX
i��

j�ij ���

Thus assuming the total echo energy is small with re�
spect to that of the transmitted signal we may conclude
that the eigenvalues of R may be well approximated by
those of the block diagonal matrix RA� The eigenvalue
distribution of RA may in turn be obtained through the
power specta of the underlying processes� and this is
exactly what is done in relations ����������� of Table I�

IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of the derived frequency domain block
DFE was tested through a typical multipath echo can�
cellation experiment� The impulse response of the mul�
tipath channel consisted of � echoes� with amplitudes
���dB� ���dB� ���dB� ��	dB� and ��dB respectively and
time delays ���Ts� ��Ts� ��	Ts� ��	Ts� and ��	Ts� where
Ts was the symbol time interval� The echo phases were
chosen randomly� Notice the presence of a strong far
echo in the channel� i�e� ��dB at ��	Ts� The input to
the transmitter �lter was a QPSK sequence and at the
output of the channel was added complex white gaussian
noise�
In Fig� � the FD�DFE is compared with the stan�

dard Frequency Domain LMS �FLMS� algorithm as
given in ��� The additive noise power was such that
Eb�No � ��dB� The orders of the FF and FB �lters of
the FD�DFE algorithm were taken equal to �� and ���
respectively� The order of the FLMS algorithm was ����
The bottom �solid� curve corresponds to FD�DFE with
matrix step sizes as in Table I� The top �dashed� curve
corresponds to FLMS� The intermediate �dotted� curve
corresponds to FD�DFE with �xed scalar step sizes for
both update recursions� As it was expected� there is
a striking di�erence in steady state MSE between FD�
DFE and FLMS� Also it can be seen that using the
suggested matrix step sizes a signi�cant improvement
in convergence rate of FD�DFE is achieved�
In Fig� � the BER curves are plotted� The bottom

curve is the theoretical one for QPSK and the top curve
is for the channel output without equalization� Dashed
curve corresponds to FD�DFE� dotted curve corresponds
to FLMS with order ��� and dashed�dotted curve cor�
responds to FLMS with order equal to ���� Obviously
FD�DFE outperforms FLMS considerably� The latter
performs very poorly even if we increase its order so that
the involved adaptive �lter spans a longer time interval�
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